PETER CAMPUS: VIDEO ERGO SUM
A Pioneer of Video and New Media Art
The artist’s first survey in the US retraces a monumental career — from campus’
experimental and interactive video art from the 1970s to recent video production that
explores natural phenomena and human activity.
On View: March 7, 2019 – July 22, 2019
Opening Reception: March 7, 6-8PM

Optical Sockets, 1972-73. Closed circuit video installation, 4 video surveillance cameras, 4 CRT video monitors on base, 1 video
mixer. Courtesy the artist and Cristin Tierney Gallery.

(Bronx, NY — January 2019) — The Bronx Museum of the Arts is pleased to present video ergo sum,
the first U.S. survey of artist peter campus, on view from March 7, 2019 through July 22, 2019. Widely
recognized as a pioneer of new media and video art, campus’ works have become an important reference
point in the history of moving image. The exhibition presents select works from different periods in
campus’ career, dating from 1971 to the present.

video ergo sum features several rarely-seen historic video installations, contrasting single-channel videos
from the 1970s with works from the last decade. In the videos produced from 1971-76, campus explored
issues of spatial awareness and identity construction through the use of unusual perspectives, precise
editing, and multiple timeframes. Through the live transmission of the electronic image, he embarks the
visitor on a strange and unsettling experience: the confrontation with his double, separated from him in
time and space, thereby challenging notions of the self. For example, in campus’ Anamnesis, 1973,
viewers are presented with a live image of themselves, projected next to a second image separated by a
three-second delay. As the visitor moves in the room, their two images, dislocated in time, also transit
across the projection—placing them in both the past and the present simultaneously.
Newer works largely forego the body to instead feature landscapes—particularly the sea—and other
objects affected by time, natural phenomena, and human activity. Here, campus shifted away from the
psyche, focusing instead on a nuanced appreciation of the natural landscape. Recent single-channel
works and multi-channel installations explore the possibilities of high-definition digital video, allowing
campus to work pixel by pixel, imbuing digital imagery with a painter’s touch.
This is evident in his two-channel videograph installation ebb and flow, 2
 017, which portrays fishing boats
in water, creating powerful juxtapositions of form, perspective, and color. campus’ use of 4K technology
gives the works hyperrealistic definition, but the overall effect is visually idiosyncratic. Actions are slowed,
and colors are heightened to an expressive degree. Between each sequence, the screen cuts to
imageless blackness. Deftly executed, these manipulations nod to the cinematic imagery that has inspired
and propelled the artist for the last fifty years.

peter campus: video ergo sum is organized by the Jeu de Paume, Paris and curated
by Anne-Marie Duguet.

About peter campus
peter campus (b. 1937, New York) is widely considered a seminal figure in the history of video and new
media art. One of the very first to pick up a video camera and create art, campus' works are part of
numerous collections including The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New York; Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía, Madrid; Tate Modern, London; Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris;
Hamburger Bahnhof - Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin; Centro Cultural de Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico
City; San Francisco Museum of American Art, San Francisco; Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia;
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; Kunsthalle Bremen, Bremen; National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne;
Fondation Cartier; Fondation Berne; and the Kramlich Collection.
About the Bronx Museum of the Arts
The Bronx Museum of the Arts is an internationally recognized cultural destination that presents
innovative contemporary art exhibitions and education programs and is committed to promoting
cross-cultural dialogues for diverse audiences. Since its founding in 1971, the Museum has played a vital
role in the Bronx by helping to make art accessible to the entire community and connecting with local
schools, artists, teens, and families through its robust education initiatives. In celebration of its 40th

anniversary, the Museum implemented a universal free admission policy, supporting its mission to make
arts experiences available to all audiences. The Museum’s collection comprises over 1,000 modern and
contemporary artworks in all media and highlights works by artists of African, Asian, and Latin American
ancestry, as well as artists for whom the Bronx has been critical to their development. Located on the
Grand Concourse, the Museum’s home is a distinctive contemporary landmark designed by the
internationally recognized firm Arquitectonica.
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